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In this paper we will present the efficiency of the methods and the theoretical support which are
applied at different courses and subject matters, showing the best learning way and the interaction
of mathematics with new domains of research. These topics are indirect integrating in the post -
university, post - graduate and doctoral courses - aligned to the European reform education, which
we are adhering. The themes which are presenting are reefers to:

1. Using the complex functions in the determining of the plane potential functions with singu-
larities, these fields are encountered in hydrodynamics, electromagnetism, heat, symmetry
theorems and potentials. The dynamical fields came in contact with screens, obstacles and
the field lines modify. We will give a method for the determination of the new fields and the
influence of the non-homogeneous environments.

2. Using the complex functions in elasticity are obtained new methods for the thermic potential

3. The determination of the potential spatial fields with axial symmetry knowing the potential
plane fields which are generated with the complex functions.

4. Using the complex functions in the discrete dynamical systems to determine the stability
criterion (the difference equations) very useful in biology, automatics, robotics, telecommu-
nications . In this situation the dynamic of evolution occurs in the discreet time (the second,
the hour, the day, the month, the year)

5. The inverse problems and the integral equations method in the optimization
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It has recently become topical the usage of various packages of computer mathematics systems
to improve the efficiency of the educational process. In our presentation we discuss the role of
visualization when studying higher mathematics, also the application possibilities of the GeoGebra
interactive geometry environment for making a second-order curve image. The GeoGebra interac-
tive geometry environment application in studying second-order curves makes it possible to ensure
studied visualization of mathematics objects. Using GeoGebra expediently when studying the ar-
eas of mathematics, where it is necessary to make not only calculation but also the geometrical
construction, that contributes to better understanding of the studied material, to the development
of spatial thinking, facilitates and accelerates the process of problem solving [1]. For instance,
multimedia support created with the help of GeoGebra is used at the lecture on Multiple integrals
for calculating the volume of solid with limited surface area, for making the right choice of a picture
plane, and for determining the limits of integration. Colored pictures will help the students form
the general view of these surfaces, so they could construct similar shapes in future. GeoGebra can
export some images in graphic form (function graphs, figure constructions etc.) and they can be
easily placed into the text document, so it allows to make good-looking sketches for lectures, tests
and tasks.
GeoGebra is an instrument of electronic digital resources that ensures the most important edu-
cational principle – principle of visibility. This program is a very good instrument for promoting
the quality of teaching higher mathematics at universities and colleges [2]. The application of
interactive teaching means along with the classical education will make it possible to create an
up-to-date higher mathematics course.
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